estimated on a per-use basis. This was compared to the purchasing price of Isiris.
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES:
Most urologists performing percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL) do not obtain access. A steep learning curve with traditional techniques is one possible explanation, indicating a role for new tools to simplify this process. Electromagnetic (EM) guidance is appealing for access as it allows real time, three-dimensional targeting without radiation. Few studies have explored EM guidance for PCNL and no prior work has evaluated whether such technology can potentially decrease the learning curve in gaining access. We sought to determine the feasibility of a new EM guidance system (Auris Health, Redwood City, CA) in obtaining percutaneous access among urologists of different experience levels.
METHODS: IRB and IACUC approval was obtained for a pilot study to compare feasibility of EM guided percutaneous access to fluoroscopic guided access in a porcine model. Voluntary participants included urology sub-interns, residents, fellows and faculty. They were categorized into 3 cohorts: Beginner (0-10 prior PCNL cases), Intermediate (10-100) and advanced (>100). Trainees were provided verbal guidance during punctures from mentors with no hands on help. Each participant performed an EM and fluoroscopic guided puncture, the order of which was switched with each subsequent participant. Primary outcome was successful puncture, determined by endoscopic visualization of the needle entering the desired calyx. Secondary outcomes included access time, fluoroscopy time, and number of attempts. Participants were limited to 3 attempts and 10 minutes total to obtain access using each technique.
RESULTS: 14 participants (6 beginner, 4 intermediate, 4 expert) attempted 28 punctures. Overall success using EM guidance was 93% compared to 71% using fluoroscopy (p[0.33). EM guided punctures had shorter overall access times (1.4 vs. 4.2 min, p<0.01) with fewer number of attempts (1 vs 2, p<0.01). Median fluoroscopy time was 1.6 min in the fluoroscopy cohort compared to 0 in the EM cohort, excluding the initial retrograde pyelogram (p<0.01). Beginners showed comparable success rates and outcoWmes relative to experts despite higher access times (figure 1).
CONCLUSIONS: EM guidance is a promising new technique to decrease the learning curve of percutaneous access with high success rates and minimal radiation. METHODS: 10 robot-assisted radical prostatectomies (35 hours of recordings) were transcribed and coded by a trained research assistant and 100 interaction exchanges were randomly selected for analysis. Topic-focused interactions were measured for structure, communication grounding, pragmatic function, interaction mode (e.g., voice, pointing), proximity, trouble sources breakdown level, and communication repair strategies. Outcome variables include the type, number, and duration of communication breakdowns.
RESULTS: The number of speaking participants in a given surgery ranged from 2 -13, with an average of 4.2 ( sd [ 1.9). The 100 exchanges were comprised of 3840 utterances, whose frequency varied considerably across surgical roles (Table 1) . The Surgeon produced most utterances (33%), meanwhile, others produced utterances which ranged between 10-15%. Questions were asked for 22% of all utterances, and repair-oriented questions occurred for 1/3 of all questions. The core surgical team (Surgeon, Assistant Surgeon, Bedside Assistant) produced most of the questions.The proportion of both overall and repair-oriented questions were distributed equally across participants (chi-square df [6 [ 4.03 (p[ 0.67)) .
CONCLUSIONS: The expression of communication problems in Robot-Assisted Surgery are not authority-based, but situation-based. Results from this study will have implications for the design of better surgical communication protocols and will impact training, technology design, and ultimately safety.
